Thanks!

In fact, our longest standing test project (still in development now) 
its using lazarus on ubuntu... yet, i like component pascal more

From my understanding Net or Java aren't as conceptually similar to 
LLVM + HLVM as the original Tendra compiler (languaje and platform 
independent intermediate representation with multiple languaje 
front-ends and several cpu back-ends) All ready supports several 
platforms and a couple of languajes.

LLVM its used like static compiler, but could be used like a jit 
compiler... therefore i wonder if could be a good foundation for a 
modern version of the slim-binaries of the MacOberon or bring support to 
Component Pascal of the latest tricks of the Michael Franz research 
(like intercomponent optimization, dead code security verification, etc)

I see LLVM as a framework that extends (trought taging of the 
intermediate representation and plug-in architecture) at the diferent 
stages of generation... that, lets you reuse state of the art optimizers 
and producers just implementing the languaje front-end (or as they call 
it HLVM) with some care, inter-languaje linking all compile time if you 
like (no runtime vm needed) Interesting stuff, working code...

But i am not an expert so probably i am not seeing all the shortcomings, 
or misunderstanding things :-P

Diana

P.S.
Please forgive my english i am in a hurry to proofread it well

Oleg N. Cher escribió:
> Dear Diana Laura,
>
> All of us here with impatience expect BlackBox
> realization for Linux. As I believe, it will be
> at first only for 80386 Linux.
>
> But you can show your employer actively developing
> and crossplatform FreePascal and Lazarus.
> It quite usable for development under UNIX/Linux.
> Moreover, with application of library KOL-CE
> you can start development for Windows CE devices.
>
> Btw, what is the advantage of using HLVM
> instead of Delphi/.NET/Mono? Simply it seems to me,
> that it will not solve enough the problems of
> crossplatform development, as, however and Java/C++.
>
>
> Oleg N. Cher,
> Colossoft Research.
> allot@ukr.net
> 2008-02-18
>
>
> ----
> To unsubscribe, send a message with body "SIGNOFF BLACKBOX" to LISTSERV@LISTS.OBERON.CH
>
>
> 
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Need to know the score, the latest news, or you need your Hotmail®-get your "fix". Check it out.
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